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- DSpace
  - DSpace 1.4 Javadoc: Javadoc
  - DSpace 1.4 JDependency Report: Dependency Analysis
- JSR-170
  - JSR-170 Specification and API: JSR-170
  - Nice short white paper on JSR-170 by Day Management AG white paper
  - IBM tutorial with code examples IBM Tutorial
  - ONJava Tutorial tutorial
  - JcrCodeExample
- OSGi on the server-side
  - Eclipse Equinox sub-project focused exclusively on delivering a server-side OSGi solution (This approach provides two solutions.)
    - OSGi in a Container: OSGi embedded within a Servlet Webapplication
    - Container within OSGi: Servlet Container embedded within OSGi
  - GWT and RCP
    - Google Window Toolkit
    - WYSIWYG GWT/RCP
  - OSGI on the server-side tutorial/example
  - Raibledesigns(Spring/OSGi/Jetty)
- Dublin Core Application Profiles and RSLP Collection Description Profile
  - Article on Application Profiles
  - RSLP
- Web Services
  - Generating Web Services with Eclipse WTP IBM Tutorial